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of the natural vibrations of a system of order 2n will 

of the natural vibrations of the second order system 

j; + 02X = 8 (I) 

damping term 8 (which does not depend on the quantity y) will be studied. 

Let the system (1) with a nonlinear damplog term be described by the 
equation 

j; $- &(I - k2) 2 = 0 (2) 

where &’ = 0 for xx > 0, 0 < k2 < 1 for ry < 0. Theo, at the Instant 
corresponding to y = 0(x = xmax ). the energy of the system (2) has de- 
creased to the extreme value l/2 k*o?x*,ex and the solution x of the 
equation (2) will be damped. n 

The time it takes to reduce x to a value not exceeding 0.05 xmax for 
the Initial cooditioon x(01 = 0,x(O) = o)xmax is given by the formula 

In this formula, a is the number of cycles leading to the damping and 
x,,,ex Is the absolute value of the maxlmum of x. The described method of 
nonlinear damping will be applied to the damping of the oatunl oscilla- 
tions of a system of order 2n without use of generalized velocities. 
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Consider the general case of the equations of the natural vibrations 
of a system with two degrees of freedom without friction 

where 
hjll+ fhaji2 + allah + cw2= O,Bki + fJ2Z2+ c412z1+ aa2z2 = 0 

all > 0, Qaa > 0, am22> alpa 

Bll>O, !322>0# FM322 > Bl22 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

The inequalities (4) are the conditions for the system (3) to have 
positive potential energy, since the natural vibrations are a motion 
about the stable equilibrium position x1 = x2 = 0. The kinetic energy 
will always be positive as a result of the inequalities (5). 

The solution of the system (3) has the form 

21= e +n 

where 
22 = hf +hr) @I 

E = Al cos (W + cpl). Y= Ascc#l(od+cpa) 

Here Ai. AZ. 4. 4 are determined by the initial conditions and fi+, 
y by the. equation 

I 

all-~2Pll a12 --Iha 
= 0 

U12-~a~ia a29-wpB22 

the roots of which will be real on the strength of the inequalities (4). 
(5). The amplitude coefficients are given by 

kl = - 
g11- ~l"811 ala- w12B12 

kl = - 
all- w2811 al2 - 022Bl2 (7) 

ala- dBl8 = - Qar - 012s22 ala--22B12 
=- 

a22 -oa2@22 

Let in the equations with the two damping terms 8,. 8, 

5lSl I- i312ji2 + am + a12za = 61, fhil + B2:E2 + a12zl+ a22z2 = 62 (8 

tbe displacements x1, x2 be related to the 6.u by the formulas (61, but 
let t.u satisfy the equations 

where 

‘ri + al2 (1 - kE2) 5 = 0, i +w2*(l - k,,a) ‘1 = 0 

kF;2 = 0 for E< > 0, O<kc2<f for G<O 

k,a=O for q;>O, 0<k,2<1 forrli<O 

(9) 

(10) 

Then x,, y, are stepwise continuous and given by 

~l=~+~=-r.Q(l-kg~)&-o;(l-kkS”)~ 

z2 = kl< + k,$ = - k,w,* (1 - kc2) ( - k2022 (1 - kn2) ‘1 
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Substituting (6), (11) in the euuationr (8) and usinr (7). one finds 

81E (pll+ ~l~lS)~lS&~2~ + (Bll+4gd %2k,% 

8a=(#h* + wrlrf4~~*S+ (81, + ksS22)%2~*tr) 

As a result, the solution of the eguatione (8) will be stable in the 
final region (101. Since it follows from (6) that 

zere kt* +/ ’ depend on the signs of (k2zi - x2)d/dt(k2x1 - r,l, 

2 - k&d/dt(x2 - kiwi) respectively. Thus. 8,. 6, are sectionally 
continuous functions of pi, x2 which do not deuend on the rpitude of 
the derivatives x1. x2. 

Similarly, one may solve the general problem of the damping of the 
natural vibrations of a aystem with n degrees of freedom without friction 

T1 

22 (B,& + a&) = 4 (1 = i, ,.., n) (13) 
2-l 

by the help of n damping terms 81 which do not depend on the magnitudes 
of the derivatives x1, . . . , x,,. Here tztl, eSr are such that the solution 

of the equations (13) for ai 5: 0 takes the form 

xs = 5 AlpksP cos (q + cp,) (s = i,..., n) 
p-1 

The constants Ali, . . . . Ain, $r i, . . . . 4, are determined by the initial 
conditions, oi, . . . , wu are the eigenvalues of the system (131 for 61 = 0. 
the k& are determined by the system of equations 

?z 

2 (%l -- ~paPsl) k,, = B,pp2 - all (1= 1,. . . ) n - 1) 
s-8 

The presence of friction in the system does not disturb the effect of 
the nonlinear damping term, whose equations are found by studying the 
conservative systems (3), (13). If one adds to the systems (8). (13) 
negative friction, sufficiently small so that the solutions of the corres- 
ponding equations without damping terms are vibrationally unstable, then 
by the strength of the extent of the region of stability (lo), the aolu- 
tions of the equations (81, (13) with damping terms may provide for the 
predominance of the damping effect of the nonlinear damping terms over 

the oscillations. In other words, it will be required that in the interval 
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between two 2~0s of the function of the time E (or ?I) the expenditure 
of energy of the system (8) at the Instant ( t= 0 or n = 0 ), includ- 

ing the damping terms 6,. 62, exceeds the supply of energy due to the 
negative friction. 

In the equations (8), let 6,. = 0. whence x1 satisfies an equation of 
the form 

z1(*) + 2a& + bzl = c8, + d& (a >C, k> 0, a2> k) (14) 

One obtains then from equations (9). (11) the stepwlse continuous 
function of time 

z,(4) = E(4) + ?j(‘) = WC (1 - kc*)2 4 + 024 (1 - kv*y ?J 

By (6), (11). (15). and since o4 - 2 a& + b = 0, one has 

(15) 

d, + da, = jl (kc2)E+ h(k,*) r) 
f1 (kc*) = 01 (kc’ - 4ke2) - bkc2 ’ 

ja (k,S) = 02’ (k,,’ - 4k,,t) - bk,,” 

Let 6,=n(&2)5+n( 
1 6 2 $*)n. where y(k[*), n2($*) are certain 

combinations of the numbers kc*, k,,*, then 

8% = -n 1 (kt2) 01~ (1 - kc*) 5 - nz (kq2) ctQ (1 - kq2) q 

fl (k$? 
nl fkc2) = -&,Q(i- kc’)+ c ) 

ia (ka2) 
‘2 tkn2) = -_dtQ( l-k,2) + c 

It follows from the equations (61, (11) that 5,~ may be expressed in 
terms of xi and xi 

E= 
& + oza (I- k,,*) xl 

. . 
zl+ al2 (1 - kc*) 21 

,,a (I- kn2) - aI2 (1 - kc*) ’ v = q2 (1- kq2) - oz* (I + kS2) (16) 

Here 
% 

* depend on 

sign [& + 02~ (I- k,,2) zl] & [ii + oz2 (I- k,,2) zl] 

. . d . . 
sign [ZI + ml2 (I- kE2) zi] z [z, + ml2 (i - kc2) zl] 

respectively. Consequently, the equation for the nonlinear damping term 
may be written 

z& + ca2* (1 - k,,2) XI 
&=nl(kc2) oa2(i_kk,2)_~0,2(i-kke2) +n2 (k2,) 

& + co12 (1 - kc2) ccl 
012( 1 - kq2) - wa‘J (1 - kc2) 

when the linear damping of the natural vibrations of the system (14) 
depends likewise on the magnitude of the derivatives xi and xi. 

Instead of the formulas (161 for 5,~. one may use the equivalents 
(12). when 
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8, = 
km - za 

ndkca) k,_ 
=a -w1 

kl + h (knP) k,--1 

where kt2, $,2 depend on the signs of the expressions 

&xl - WW WI - ~1, (zs- km)d/dt (2s - klzl) 

respectively. 

Slmllsrl~. one may solve the problem of nonlinear damping of natural 
vibrations of the system (13) with one damping term which does not depend 
on the magnitude of xi (i = 1, . . . . n). 

Tranrlatcd by J.R.Y.R. 


